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PHS Alarm system upgrade considerations are waiting on grant opportunities.  We now 
have three Security System upgrade estimates for review: 

Company Location BiAnnual Insp Monthly cost Install Estimate 

HCS (current) Rehoboth MA  $42./Mo $8026.09 

Messenger Sys Tiverton  $30.50 /Month $4930.00 

Crescent Sec Little Comp $100/ 6 mos $27. /Month $4687.00 

 

HCS and Messenger upgrade estimates were previously forwarded to the committee 
and board for review. 

HVAC Contract completed.  A $500.00 retainer was held back until the last minor supply 
duct is installed in the kitchen room. 

Out-building pad locks just need to be purchased & installed.  
 
Bathroom and spot painting in main museum areas will continue until completed.  A new 
gallon of paint is available with some brushes, trays and rollers.  Volunteers needed!  I 
haven’t had much success getiing a handyman to do this small piece work.   

Winterizing museum is pending.  First floor needs to be weather sealed as a priority, 
especially in the kitchen room. 

Need a new refrigerator.  Recommend purchasing a best-fit for the space. 

Winter parking with several inches of snow is problemattic.  Thawing of the frozen 
parking lot is making ruts which will be dealt with in the spring. 

Contacted Narragansett Flag Company who will be at the museum on 3/25 at 9AM to 
assess problems with raising/lowering and replacing broken base. 

Contacted Plumber Dan Keshura about installing high vents for hot water and have not 
received a response. 

Planning to get a work crew within the next two weeks to work on curator’s work request 
list. Looking for convenient dates.  

Planning to schedule a outdoor cleanup day on a Saturday next month.  Items include: 
raking, branch pick up, lime placement, cleaning out OTH and shed, cleaning PHS sign 
(carefully), fence and parking lot rut repair. The SW tree in the parking lot will need to 
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get moved this spring. The outside security camera facing parking lot and museum will 
be reinstalled. 

Septic Replacement 

Tony Rego, with state and town officials has designed for the best septic replacement 
for PHS needs. The Principe Company has provided the design and proposal with 
Main Drain.  Tony Rego provided an estimate of $12,000. Both he and engineer, 
Steve Wyatt will move the new septic to the southwest side of the stone wall to 
provide clearance from the water inlet line per codes. This update to the existing 
septic system is required NLT 2025. The present cistern will be filled in and the SW 
tree moved. 


